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February 18, 1969 

Dear Harold, 

I received your reply today. Realizing how tired you 
must have been after the hearing in Washington it is understandable 
that you could not say much. I know that my letter must have seemed 
to be an unending defense of ray actions and also thfct you have already 
defended me but I was not trying to excuse myself rather to explain 
some things which you asked me to do. I will not belabor the points 
anymore. 

I was sincere when I told you that I had been advised not 
to answer your request for detailed info, on the Farewell America f,bitn 

but I must say your letter brought me closer to wanting to tell you 
what I can. I will,at my soonest opportunity, talk to Jim about send- 
ing you some of the information which I turned over to the office upon 
my return. I have spoken with him recently and his opinion of me was 
not as low as yours, however, I believe that sonie of your words are 
not meant as insults as much as they are a way of elucidating certain 
criticisms. I hope that is true. 

Since you have written a book on the Attny. General’s 
secret autopsy report review and the other materials it would be a 
waste oftrtime,in my opinion^ to attempt to review all of that for 
an r,exercise ,f in analysis. There must be a more constructive project 
to work on. I will seek that. My father very kindly offered his time 
in examining the work but without a detailed knowledge of other aspects 
of the case he wotlld not be able to realize some of the discrepancies 
wh&fah are not strictly madiaal (like the extra weight of CE 399 added 
by multiple fragments being present in the neck wound.)I would like to 
know if you think it important to fully investigate the background of 
Jim Braden, aka. Eugene Hale Grading and if you do or not could you 
avail me of any information which you have gathered yourself. 

It seems ’that Jim Rose had made a rather cursory exam- 
ination of some information about him but I am not only double checking 
that but developing some more info, on a lead wh±4h I discovered in 
the newspapers. 

Well, I shall close this note, since I meant only to tell 
you that I would try to send you the material you specifically requested 
about the F.A. bit. Since you do not plan to remain silent you should 
Jiave all the facts if you are to speak about it. Then, I would hope you 

do not retain your anger as you did in your letter. 
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One thing puzzles me. When you speak of how we (the 
young students of the case) have damagedjt»M the critics with our 
inexperienced efforts- and you are correct that our mistakes have 
been KHis costly - what did you* expect of us? If our efforts were 
sincere,they were inspired by you in the first place. If I had not 
read your books, and those of other critics, I would not have become 
aware of the fraud. If I were older and more set in some sort of 
profession then I might have been a lazy. Irresponsible citizen like 
the rest of them. But after being exposed to your work I had to get 
involved. I had to do something because not only was I outraged by 
the corrppt and criminal manner in which my government was misrep- 
resenting me and all others but I cared a great deal baw about what 
was lost in Dallas. I had been originally inspired to "give a damn" 
by President Kennedy in the first place. The meaAing that that in- 
spiration gave me was taken away. Then the bitterness and loss suffered 
by us all was given new hope to replace it by the fight that you and 
the other critics and Jim garrison waged. To watch it without Joining 
that fight would be to let others do the work that I whould have been 
doing - if in any small aay to contribute. Now that I have tried I 
truly regret having damaged your progress but I would like to continue) 
having learned certain lessons about the Ksspansitailfcjc responsibility, 
to help. 

Very Sincerely yours, 

   

Steve Jaffe 


